2019 AMATEUR RULES
The separation in these rules is to help the beginner racer run with other beginners. And
the more experienced racers to run against more sophisticated racers and sleds.
AMATEUR PURE STOCK
All Racers must have a protective vest (we have a few to rent)
All Sled MUST have a working tether cord.
Sled must have stock, intact air box
Headlight must work
Sled must have tail flap
Sled must run pump fuel
Sled must have stock, or aftermarket lug track (no speed tracks)
Studs to extend no more than ¾” over lug
Sleds must have stock rear suspension and hyfax, extra wheels allowed
No tied down suspensions
Sled must be able to be registered
Clutch must be stock for the unit, springs, ramps, helix changes are OK
Any modification to exhaust will have to run in the Pure Stock Improved category
Any engine porting or modification will have to run in the Pure Stock Improved category
All other rules will be the same as ISR rules for Stock or Improved Stock sleds
AMATEUR PRO LITE
All Racers must have a protective vest (we have a few to rent)
All Sled MUST have a working tether cord.
Aftermarket air filters are allowed in place of stock air box
Sled can run legal race fuel
Speed tracks are allowed
Studs must comply with Pro Stock & Improved Stock rules
Stock skid frame mandatory, hyfax optional
Suspension tie down allowed (must keep at least 2” of travel front and rear)
Sled must be able to be registered
Sled must have tail flap
Any modification to exhaust will have to run in the Improved Stock category
All other rules will be the same as Pro rules for Stock or Improved Stock sleds
No ProStock or Mod sleds.

TOP 4 SLEDS IN EACH CLASS WILL BE INSPECTED BY TECH
Trophies awarded for 1st & 2nd

PURE STOCK CLASSES
Stock Classes
500 STOCK
600 STOCK
700 STOCK
800 STOCK
1000 STOCK

Improved Stock Classes
500 Imp. Stock
600 Imp. Stock
700 Imp. Stock
800 Imp. Stock
1000 Imp. Stock

PRO LITE CLASSES
Stock Classes
500 STOCK
600 STOCK
700 STOCK
800 STOCK
1000 STOCK

JUNIOR RACERS
Age Restrictions – 12 years old - 340 fan
13-15 - up to 440 liquid
16 - up to 600 liquid

Improved Stock Classes
500 Imp. Stock
600 Imp. Stock
700 Imp. Stock
800 Imp. Stock
1000 Imp. Stock
Open

